
Above: After their move to Santa Fe, the Kings were 
delighted to meet up with Red Star at Sorrel Sky Gallery. 
They acquired “Protector” Crazy Dog Society at Red Star’s 
show in August, 2017, fascinated by the monochromatic 
color scheme, unusual for the artist.

Left: Sparrow Hawk, a 
portrait by Kevin Red 
Star, hangs next to the 
fireplace. The Kings 
found this painting in a 
gallery in Montana. 

Above: Tipi: Night Lodge at the Beartooths, the first Kevin Red Star 
painting purchased by the Kings, hangs above the door. On the left is 
Crow Indian Woman at a Montana Fair. The Kings bought it straight 
off Red Star’s wall while visiting him in Montana. At right hangs 
Parade of Crow Indian War Party with Feather Coup Sticks at Alligator 
Creek, a piece the Kings commissioned.

unforgettable
dreaming about a painting

“I never set out to be an art collector,” Jeff King says. an 
attorney, King spent most of his life in tulsa. a family trip to taos and santa 
Fe in the mid-1980s left King and his wife, carolyn, feeling that they had ar-
rived home, and they returned often.

visiting santa Fe in the late 1980s, the Kings wandered into a downtown 
gallery where Jeff saw a painting he couldn’t forget. He returned to tulsa 
without it, but kept dreaming about the image. next trip back, the painting 
was still at the gallery and he put it on layaway. that was Tipi: Night Lodge at the 
Beartooths, the Kings’ first Kevin red star. they bought a second in Montana, 
where red star lives, and commissioned a third. they bought another off the 
wall at red star’s home.

the Kings put collecting art on hold for a time, but after a move to santa 
Fe a couple of years ago they acquired two more pieces. “a friendly, down-
to-earth person,” is Jeff ’s description of red star after renewing their 
acquaintance with him at sorrel sky Gallery. although they own a few pieces 
by other painters, “He’s the main artist we collect.”—LVSDo
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Jeff and Carolyn King
Kevin Red Star (Crow)

Sorrel Sky Gallery
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